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cient to completely weigh and dispose of a piece before another passes through the mechanism. The transportation element must not influence or interfere with the weighing element. A simple mode of obtaining grading by weighing would be to have a spout hinged at one end and supported by scale beam connections
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fig. 2.—Sine curve block for grading by weighing.
at the other.   Either of the devices shown in Fig. 1 or Figs. 2 and 2A would furnish the proper weight opposing thrust, that of Fig. 1 being a mercury float and that of Figs. 2A and 2 being a sine curve suspended from which at point A is a strap which is connected below with the free end of the scale beam connections. Figure 2A shows the adjustable weight opposition means.   This  is fastened by means of the J£2-in. clinching bolts to the same shaft that carries the sine-curve block.   As the scale beam connections are depressed the counterweight swings out to a balancing point.   For equal increases in increment of weight there  are equal angular   movements   of  the  shaft  and weight and by hinging the spout to the shaft and with suitable connections with the scale beams the spout will depress through  equal  angles  for equal increments of weight of pieces passing down it. Grading by Blowing.—In grading by blowing  the air most commonly is introduced at the feeding point and from this point the air is expanded into a chamber of increasing cross-section.   The air may be exhausted at the end of
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Hard Brass fig. 2A.—Adjustable weight for sine-curve block.

such a chamber, particularly if the very fine dust reaching the end of the grading chamber is to be forced through a dust-collecting apparatus. If the very finest dust is to be collected in dust chambers which must be of large volume as compared with the grading chamber then the aim will be to have the velocity of the air current at the end of the grading chamber as low as possible.

